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1. Introduction 
Moby.Read is a self-administered oral reading fluency (ORF) assessment that runs in a Chrome 
browser or on an iPad and is automatically scored.  The test measures oral reading fluency in 
English of students in grades kindergarten through 5.  In grades 1 through 5, students read 
words, a sentence, and four short passages out loud.  They are prompted to retell what they 
read in their own words and answer questions about the passage content.  In kindergarten, 
students read a list of words, a short phrase or sentence, then four short passages broken into 
three parts. They are then asked to answer questions about the passage content. 
Moby.Read uses automatic speech recognition (ASR) and natural language processing (NLP) 
technologies to score oral reading fluency and comprehension.  An integrated cloud-based 
administrator interface allows review of test scores and access to student recordings, which 
provides teachers with immediate, accurate data that supports individualized instruction to 
improve student achievement.  
The Moby.Read Test Administration and Scoring Guide describes the process of administering 
the Moby.Read test in a manner that promotes valid score interpretation and fairness.  
Guidelines for score interpretation are included to ensure that scores are used 
appropriately.  Procedures and guidelines align with the most recent edition of the Standards of 
Psychological and Educational Testing (AERA, APA & NCME, 2014). 
The document complements the Moby.Read Technical Manual, which describes the test design 
and validation in detail. 

2. Target Audience 
The Moby.Read Test Administration and Scoring Guide is intended for educational 
professionals, such as teachers, reading specialists, or administrators, who are responsible for 
evaluating the oral reading ability of students in grades K through 5. 
Because the Moby.Read test is self-administered by students, no specialized educational 
qualifications are needed to administer the test aside from an understanding of the contents of 
this manual and a strict adherence to the recommended testing protocol.  Although experience 
in interpreting scores of oral reading fluency may be helpful when making inferences from 
Moby.Read scores, the guide includes detailed information to help with score interpretation. 
Note: Any persons accessing student test records, personal information, and score reports must 
adhere to the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), if the educational agency or 
institution is receiving funding from the U.S. Department of Education.  

3. Moby.Read Account Registration 

Moby.Read runs in a Chrome browser or on an iPad. Access to Moby.Read and its 
applications— www.amiread.com and the cloud-based management application, 
www.amiteacher.com— for a Chrome browser is by invitation only. The Moby.Read iOS App is 
available for download for free of charge from Apple’s App Store. However, to use the 
equivalent functionalities of www.amiread.com and www.amiteacher.com on the iOS App is also 
by invitation only.  
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All Moby.Read users must register for an account.  Moby.Read supports three user roles and 
associated access levels, depending on the user’s role: School Administrator, Teacher and 
Reading Specialist. 

The School Administrator is designated by the school or by the school district and receives  an 
invitation from Analytic Measures Inc. (AMI) to register for a Moby.Read account.  The School 
Administrator authorizes Teachers and Reading Specialists to use the system and manages all 
Moby.Read accounts and their access to student test records for a given school.  

The account privileges and the registration procedures for each user role are described below 

Table 1: Moby.Read user roles 

Role Account Privileges 

School Administrator Once registered, the School Administrator can perform the following tasks: 

• Send invitations, via the system, to Teachers or Reading Specialists to 
register and create a Moby.Read account.  

• See pending invitations and send reminders. 
• Grant Reading Specialist’s access to class rosters of selected Teachers or 

remove a Reading Specialist’s access to a Teacher’s roster.  
• Populate class rosters of all Teachers registered by the School 

Administrator (via manual data entry or by importing student names from a 
CSV, XLSX, or XLS file). 

• Select a test form for a student for a specific grade and season (fall, 
winter, spring). 

• Export a class roster to a CSV file. 
• Review test scores and recordings of all Teachers registered by the 

School Administrator. 
• Access user documentation. 

School Administrators cannot directly administer tests.  They can work with 
Teachers to assist with test administration if needed. 

Teacher Teachers gain access to Moby.Read and associated applications 
(www.amiteacher.com, www.amiread.com, and the Moby.Read iOS App), by 
invitation from the School Administrator.  After completing the registration, 
Teachers can sign in to www.amiteacher.com and perform the following 
tasks: 

• Create a roster by specifying grades.  
• Add unique IDs to any grade roster. 
• Enter a student name in the Student field to associate the student with a 

unique ID. 
• Select a test form for a student for a specific grade and season (fall, 

winter, spring).  
• Select another grade and create a roster for a grade other than the grade 

they registered with. 
• Import student names from a CSV, XLSX, or XLS file. 
• Export a class roster to a CSV file. 
• Review test scores, view progress charts and listen to recordings of 

student performances. 
• Access user documentation. 
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Role Account Privileges 
Teachers can administer tests either by signing in to www.amiread.com , or 
by signing in to the iOS Moby.Read App on a tablet. 

A subset of rostering functionality is available in the Moby.Read iOS App (See 
Creating a Class Roster).   

Reading Specialist Reading Specialists gain access to www.amiteacher.com by invitation from 
the School Administrator, who gives them access to the rosters of certain 
Teachers.  After completing the registration, they can review class rosters and 
student performances for those specific Teachers.  They can export a roster, 
but not edit its content.   

Reading Specialists cannot directly administer tests.  They can work with 
Teachers to assist with test administration 

3.1  School Administrator 
The School Administrator account is the central hub for managing Moby.Read users at a given 
school.  This account must be created before anyone else can be invited to register.  The 
School Administrator account includes user management, rostering, and score review functions 
only.  A School Administrator wishing to support test administrations can coordinate with 
Teachers at their school site.  

3.1.1 Registering for a Moby.Read School Administrator Account 
The School Administrator is approved by the primary Moby.Read contact at a given school or 
school district.  Upon approval, the School Administrator receives an invitation by email from 
Analytic Measures Inc. to register and create an administrator account. 
To register as a School Administrator:   

1. Click on the  link in the email to access the registration page.  

 
Figure 1: Moby.Read School Administrator registration page 

2. Enter your name and email address. 
3. Create a password. 
4. Click Sign up. 

The application sends a verification request to the email address specified during the 
registration.  
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5. Check your email and click on the link in the email to verify your account. 
6. Enter your school district and school name (Figure 2). 
7. Click Finish to complete the registration. 

 
Figure 2: School Administrator account verification 

After completing the registration, the School Administrator home page loads, and you can invite 
Teachers or Reading specialists to register for a Moby.Read account. 

3.1.2 Inviting a Teacher to Register for a Moby.Read Account 
To invite a Teacher to register, you will need the Teacher’s first and last name and email 
address. 

1. Sign in to your Moby.Read School Administrator account at www.amiteacher.com. 
2.  On the School Administrator home page (Figure 3), click Invite a Teacher. 

  
Figure 3: School Administrator home page 

The Teacher invitation page loads (Figure 4). 

 
Figure 4: Teacher invitation page 

3. Enter the Teacher’s email address and name.  
4. Click Submit Request. 
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The application sends an invitation by email to the Teacher to register for a Moby.Read 
account.   
The School Administrator home page briefly displays a notification confirming the invitation 
(“Your Invitation was sent!”).  The invited Teacher’s name displays as pending, with an 
option to Send Reminder. 

 
Figure 5: Teacher invitation confirmation 

3.1.3 Inviting a Reading Specialist to Register for a Moby.Read Account  
To invite a Reading Specialist to register and give them access to the class rosters of one or 
more Teachers, you will need the Reading Specialist’s name and email address.  

1. Sign in to your Moby.Read School Administrator account at www.amiteacher.com. 
2. On the School Administrator home page (Figure 3), click Grant Access to a Reading 

Specialist. 
3. Enter the Reading Specialist’s email address and name. 
4. Check the boxes next to the Teachers whose class rosters the Reading Specialist will be 

allowed to access.  
Note:  At least one Teacher must be registered in the system before you can complete 
the request. 

5. Click Submit Request.  

 
Figure 6: Reading Specialist invitation page 

The application sends an email invitation to the Reading Specialist to register for a Moby.Read 
account. 
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3.1.4 Other Administrative Tasks 
From the Moby.Read School Administrator home page at www.amiteacher.com, the School 
Administrator can perform the following additional tasks: 

• Change a Reading Specialist’s access to Teacher class rosters: (è click Update 
Access). 

• Manage class rosters (import or export rosters, review or manually edit student 
information), and review student scores of all Teachers registered through the School 
Administrator.  (è click Access Roster next to the Teacher’s name). 

 
Figure 7: School Administrator's home page 

The grade displayed next to a Teacher’s name and contact information is the Teacher’s 
registered grade.  When you access a Teacher’s class roster as a School Administrator, you will 
always see the roster for the Teacher’s registered grade.  You can select a roster for another 
grade, but on logout, the roster always resets to the Teacher’s registered grade in the School 
Administrator view.  

3.2 Teacher  
A Teacher account enables a user to create and manage class rosters, administer tests, and 
review student performances.   

3.2.1 Registering for a Moby.Read Teacher Account 
Teacher registration for a Moby Read account is by invitation only.  To register: 

1. Contact your School Administrator and provide your name and email address. 
2. Check your email for an invitation from Analytic Measures Inc. Click the link in the email 

to access the Teacher registration page. 
3. Create a password and click Complete Sign Up.  
4. When prompted, verify your district and school information, as shown in Figure 8.  If you 

believe the information is incorrect, please contact your School Administrator.  
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Figure 8: Completing the Teacher registration 

5. Select your class grade from the drop-down menu.   
Note: If you teach more than one grade, you can create additional rosters later by 
selecting the appropriate grade on the class roster page. 

6. Click Finish & Go to Class Roster. 
The class roster page loads for the grade you specified in the registration. 

3.2.2 Teacher Home Page – Class Roster View 
The class roster page is the page you see when you sign in to your Moby.Read Teacher 
account at www.amiteacher.com. 

 
Figure 9: Class roster view for a 2nd grade Teacher account  

You must specify a grade when registering for a Teacher account.  When you complete the 
registration, the roster for the registered grade is displayed in the roster header.   

You can change the current grade and create additional rosters.  When you sign out and back in 
to your account, the grade displayed is always the grade of the roster you selected before 
signing out. 
When you register as a teacher, you can perform the following tasks on the class roster page: 

• Import student names to the class roster from a spreadsheet (è click Import students). 

• Manually add student IDs (rows) to the roster page.  (è click Add n students).  
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• Enter a unique student ID, student name, and alias (optional) for each student. (Note: a 
student’s district-assigned ID can be used as the Student ID) 

• Download a class roster to a spreadsheet and print it out prior to administering a test (è 
click Export Roster). 

• Select a test form for a student for a specific quarter (F=fall, W=winter, S=spring).  

• Select a roster for another grade: (è click the Grade drop-down menu in the upper right 
corner of the screen and enter a different grade).  This will upload the new grade Class 
roster. 

• Review test scores and listen to audio recordings of the students’ responses. 
For detailed instructions, refer to Setting up the Class Roster and  Score Review and 
Interpretation. 

3.3 Reading Specialist 
A Reading Specialist account allows you to review test results from classes of Teachers you are 
authorized to access.  If you wish to administer Moby.Read, work with the Teachers at their 
school site to gain access to the test administration for students in their rosters. 

3.3.1 Registering for a Reading Specialist account 
Registration for a Moby Read Reading Specialist account is by invitation only.  To register: 

1. Contact your School Administrator to request an invitation and provide the following 
information: your name, email address, and the names and grades of the Teachers 
whose test records you would like to review. 

2. Check your email for an invitation from Analytic Measures Inc. 
3. Click the link in the email to access the registration page. 
4. Create a password and click Complete Sign Up. 

3.3.2 Reading Specialist Home Page 

 
Figure 10: Reading Specialist home page 
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From the Moby.Read reading specialist home page, a reading specialist can review the class 
rosters and test records of the Teachers for which the School Administrator has granted them 
access (è click Access Roster next to the Teacher’s name), as shown in Figure 10. 
The grade displayed next to a Teacher’s name is the Teacher’s registered grade.  When you 
access a Teacher’s class roster as a Reading Specialist, you will always see the Teacher’s 
registered grade roster.  You can select a roster for another grade, but on logout, the roster 
always resets to the Teacher’s registered grade in the Reading Specialist’s view.  

4. Moby.Read Assessment Suite Overview 
The Moby.Read Assessment Suite consists of three applications (Table 2).  You can use all 
three applications together if you choose to administer tests on both computers and iPads, or 
you can use computers only or iPads only to deliver tests.  You always use the web-based 
management application to create class rosters. 

Class rosters created in the Management Application for a given grade are downloaded to any 
test device when you sign in to that device with your Teacher credentials and selected grade.  
Tests scores are uploaded to the Management Application after completion of the test. 

Table 2: Moby.Read Assessment Suite 
Component Intended Use Web Access 

Moby.Read Web 
Management Application 

• User account registration and management 
• Manage class rosters 
• Review test scores 

www.amiteacher.com 
 

Moby.Read Web Application • Administer tests in a Google Chrome 
browser  

www.amiread.com 
 

Moby.Read iOS App 
• Administer tests on an iPad 
• Manage class rosters  
• Review scores 

N/A 

5. Launching the Moby.Read Web Application 
You can launch Moby.Read from any device by signing in to www.amiread.com with valid 
Teacher credentials,  provided that the following requirements are met. 

5.1 System Requirements 
• A device connected to the Internet and running Google Chrome version 70 or later.  

• A microphone headset (recommended).  
Always use a headset when you test more than one student in a room, or a single 
student while class is in session.  AMI recommends using circumaural or sound isolating 
headphones and a noise-canceling microphone.  System-compatible gaming headsets 
are a suitable option.  
Refer to Appendix A: Troubleshooting Technical Problems for instructions to enable the 
microphone. 
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5.2 Launch Moby.Read 
1. Ensure the device is connected to the Internet and Chrome is installed. 
2. Navigate to www.amiread.com. 

The Moby.Read login page loads (Figure 11).  If you do not have a Teacher account, 
contact your School Administrator and request an invitation to register. 

 
Figure 11: Moby.Read Web application login 

• To try out the Moby.Read demo, click Guest Login.  The ID field automatically loads 
a 2nd grade assessment.  Press Enter to launch the demo test.  

• To administer Moby.Read, sign in with your Teacher account credentials and then 
enter a student ID in the starting page (Figure 12). 

 
Figure 12: Moby.Read assessment starting page 

6. Installing Moby.Read on an iPad  
The Moby.Read iOS App must be installed on every iPad you plan to use for testing.  

6.1 System Requirements 
• An iPad or iPad Mini in good working condition running iOS 11or later. 
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• A Wi-Fi connection.  

• A microphone headset (recommended).  
Always use a headset when you test more than one student in a single room or a single 
student while class is in session.  AMI recommends using circumaural or sound isolating 
headphones and a noise-canceling microphone.  System-compatible gaming headsets 
are a suitable option. 

6.2 Downloading Moby.Read from the App Store 
1. Open the App Store on the iPad. 
2. At the bottom of the screen, tap Search. 
3. Enter Moby.Read into the search field to find the app (Moby.Read Lite is the demo 

version). 
4. Tap Get, then tap Install. 
5. When download is complete, tap the Moby.Read icon to launch the app. 

7. Preparing for a Test Administration 
Preparations include creating a class roster, selecting a suitable test environment, and taking a 
practice test to ensure the device is working correctly.   

7.1 Setting up the Class Roster 
Moby.Read uses class rosters to associate student names with a specified Moby.Read Teacher 
account and grade, an alphanumeric student ID, an optional alias ID, and a selected test form.  
A student ID must have an associated student name before you can administer a test with that 
alphanumeric ID.  

7.1.1 Using Unique Student IDs 
The student ID for each student must be unique such as a school ID or a district ID.  IDs can be 
any alphanumeric string.  Unique ID assignment means that within any given Moby.Read 
Administrator account, students must have their own unique alphanumeric IDs.   

7.1.2 Alias 
School IDs or district IDs can be lengthy and complicated. A teacher can create alias IDs to 
assign shorter IDs that are easier or more familiar for students (e.g., a student number in the 
class: 6, 17, etc.). Unlike student IDs, which must be unique within the entire Administrator 
environment, aliases are specific to a teacher’s grade roster. This means that the same alias 
can be used on different grade rosters and/or teacher rosters. 

7.1.3  Creating a Class Roster  
You must have a Teacher or a School Administrator account to update a class roster, create a 
new class roster, or import student information from a spreadsheet when you are using the 
management application at www.amiteacher.com. 
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Using the integrated rostering functionality provided with the Moby.Read iOS App requires a 
Teacher account.  If you want to create a class roster on an iPad as a School Administrator, you 
must install the Chrome browser on your iPad, and sign in to your School Administrator account 
at  www.amiteacher.com to access a Teacher’s class roster. 

1. To access the Class Roster page, choose one of the following access points. 

• Navigate to www.amiteacher.com, and sign in to your Teacher account, or sign in to 
your School Administrator account and select the Teacher’s roster you wish to 
access, then click Access Roster. 

• Launch the Moby.Read iOS App on your iPad and sign in with your Teacher 
credentials, then click Class Roster.  You can manually add students, change 
names, or select forms, but you cannot import or export rosters on an iPad.  

2. To set up a new roster, click on the Create New Roster button, then select the School 
Year and Grade for the roster you want to create (Figure 13). A blank roster is then 
displayed (Figure 14). To add students to the roster you have already registered for by 
following the initial email invitation to Moby.Read from the School Administrator, skip this 
step. 

 
Figure 13: New roster creation 

 
Figure 14: Blank class roster page after selecting 'Create New Roster' 

3. Click on the Add Students button to access the Add Students interface. To add more 
rows, click on the plus sign "+". All rows must use a unique ID. Alias ID is optional.  
When you have finished adding students, click the Add button to save the additions and 
return to the roster screen. 
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Figure 15: Adding students to a new roster 

4. To edit a student's name, click on the student's ID, and the Update Student box will 
appear. Here you can adjust the student's unique ID, name and alias. NOTE: Once a 
student has taken a test in Moby.Read, his or her information cannot be edited. 

 
Figure 16: Updating student information 

5. Clicking the Book Icon at the top right corner next to the grade drop down box allows you 
to edit student information in the same way as presented in the previous step. One 
additional action allowed in this page is to delete a student from the roster by clicking on 
the trash can at the end of the row. You can also delete the entire roster by clicking 
the Delete Roster button. Student information is retained in the system, so that if a 
deleted student's ID is used again on another roster, that student's information and 
scores will populate automatically. 

 
Figure 17: Book icon for additional roster editing 

6. For manual rostering, click a row in the class roster to enter the student name and press 
Enter (Error! Reference source not found.4).  On the iPad, tap the cell, then use the k
eypad to enter the name. 
You may use the first row to create a dummy user that you can use for practice tests. 
A green banner displays briefly on top of the screen indicating successful data entry. 

Note: As an alternative to manual rostering, Teachers and School Administrators can upload 
student data from a spreadsheet (CSV, XLS, or XLSX file) to a class roster.  Acceptable file 
formats and templates are provided when you click Import Students on the class roster page.  
Follow instructions on the screen.  Importing students is not supported on an iPad. 
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7.1.4 Selecting a Form 
A form defines the test content and grade-level difficulty of the assessment associated with a 
given student ID.  For grades 1 through 5, class rosters display default Fall quarter forms for the 
selected roster grade, but forms are not tied to that grade.  You can manually change the form 
for any given student based on historical performance or reading history.  For example, a Grade 
5 teacher can administer a 4th grade Fall form (4F) to a 5th grade student. 
To change a student’s form, select another form for a specific quarter (F=fall, W=winter, 
S=spring) and grade from a drop-down menu. 
Kindergarten rosters can only access kindergarten forms (KF, KW, and KS). Similarly, grades 1 
through 5 rosters cannot access the three kindergarten forms. 

7.1.5 Exporting a Class Roster 
Any user who has access to a Teacher’s class roster can export the roster to a spreadsheet that 
can then be saved or printed out.  Exporting class rosters is not supported on an iPad. 
To export a class roster: 

1. Click Export Roster at the bottom right corner of the class roster page. By default, all 
available scores will be included in the exported file. If only the most recent scores 
should be downloaded, uncheck the box of all scores. 

 
Figure 18: Export roster icon 

2. Click Save to download the file to your device. 
The roster is saved under a generic name:  roster.csv. 

3. Rename the file, for example Grade1_Winter_<admin date>.csv. 
4. Open the roster in Microsoft Excel and print it out for the test administration. 

7.1.6 Deleting Students in Class Roster 
If, for some reasons, students need to be removed from the roster or an entire roster needs to 
be deleted, following actions need to be taken. 

1. Click the Book Icon next to the Grade drop down menu. 
2. Delete a student by clicking the Trash Can icon at the far right of the roster for the 

student you want to delete. This will bring up a dialog box to confirm the deletion. Click 
the Remove button to complete the deletion. Keep in mind that student information will 
remain in the system, including previously taken scores. This function will only take the 
student off the roster. If the deleted ID is entered into a roster under the same School 
Administrator, the student name and any test results will be carried over.  
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Figure 19: Deleting a student from a roster 

• Delete an entire roster by clicking on the Delete Roster button on the bottom right 
portion of the Manage Roster screen. This will bring up a dialog box to confirm the 
deletion. Click the Delete button to complete the deletion. Keep in mind that this deletes 
the roster from the teacher, but all student information remains. If the ID of one of the 
students is entered into a roster under the same School Administrator, the name and 
any test results will be carried over. 

 
       Figure 20: Deleting an entire roster 

7.2 Selecting a Suitable Testing Environment 
Students should take the test in an accessible, comfortable testing space with as few 
distractions as possible.  Background noise should be kept to a minimum.  A suitable testing 
environment is critical for enabling students to show their best reading performance.  Examples 
of suitable testing spaces include:  

• A separate, quiet room that can hold a single student or small groups of students; 
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• A dedicated location within the classroom for individual students (i.e., Moby.Read 
station), which can be used while class is in session (headphones recommended). 

• A computer lab or school library for whole class assessments.  If this option is used, 
students should be placed at least 10 feet apart from one another to ensure that they do 
not overhear each other’s reading performances and answers to questions.  Staggering 
start times can help prevent students from overhearing other’s responses.  Headphones 
are required for this implementation model to ensure valid results. 

For any situation involving concurrent administrations, be sure to follow the headset 
recommendations in System Requirements. 

7.3 Taking a Practice Test 

7.3.1 Full Practice Test 
All Teachers and aides who will be administering Moby.Read should take a practice test as part 
of their planning for a test administration.  Taking a full practice test allows you to: 

• Familiarize yourself with the Moby.Read assessment, and help you understand what 
students will experience during testing (including the task types and ordering of tasks) 
and how long it takes.   

• Get comfortable with the technology.  Experience the delivery device will help you 
answer questions that may arise during the test and assist students with troubleshooting 
problems. 

• Adjust the audio settings as needed.  Refer to Appendix A: Troubleshooting Technical 
Problems. 

To take a full practice test: 
1. Follow the instructions in Administering a Test. 
2. Use the Student ID you assigned to the practice user. 

After completing the test, review the recordings, and verify that the app recorded the session.  
Refer to Reviewing Audio Recordings of a Student’s Performance. 

7.3.2 Quick Demo (Chrome browser only) 
If you want to experience Moby.Read in a quick fashion or check if the device you are about to 
use is set up correctly to administer Moby.Read, a quick demo can be an option. The short 
demo lets you experience most of the Moby.Read features but presents only one passage. 
Currently, this option is available in Chrome browser only.  

To take a short demo test: 
1. Visit www.amiread.com 
2. Click ‘Guest login’. 
3. Delete the prepopulated ID from ‘2-1001’ 
4. Enter ‘9-9999’. 
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8. Test Administration 
The Moby.Read assessment takes 10-12 minutes to complete, depending on grade, form, and 
student performance.  For planning purposes, allocate approximately 20 minutes per 
assessment to allow ample time for student transition to the test location, headset placement, 
and entering of student ID.  
To familiarize students with Moby.Read, you may consider running the demo test with the entire 
class present, explaining the tasks and showing the screen displays.  Or you can have students 
take the demo themselves.  Note that the demo uses a 2nd grade form and the content may not 
be aligned for your students.  
To take the demo test, navigate to www.amiread.com or launch Moby.Read on your iPad, and 
then click Guest login.   

8.1 Administering a Test  
The following instructions are for the Chrome-delivered version of the Moby.Read assessment.  
The process for iPad delivery is essentially the same.  Differences are pointed out where 
appropriate. 
Before you begin to test students, be sure all devices are set up, you have signed in to 
www.amiread.com or the Moby.Read iOS App with a selected grade, and the devices display 
the Enter Test ID screen (the Moby.Read starting page, as shown in Figure 12). 

1. Attach the microphone headset to the device. 
Be sure to insert the lead all the way.  If the headset is not connected properly, the test 
will not detect the student’s speech. 
For iPad users, you may consider using a stand. 

2. Explain the test to the student.  
Invite the student to sit in a chair.  Explain that he or she will be using an electronic 
device (a computer or an iPad) to read out loud.  Encourage the student to speak clearly 
and loud enough so that the device can “hear” the student’s voice.   

3. Fit the student with the microphone headset as shown in Figure 21. 

 
Figure 21: Correct microphone position 

Some headsets have an on/off button; verify that the microphone is turned on.  Adjust 
the earphones so that the headset fits comfortably and does not slip off.  Position the 
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microphone between 1" and 3" inches to the side of the speaker's mouth.  Remind the 
student not to move the microphone or touch it. 

4. Enter the student ID. 
The student ID is the number assigned to the student on the class roster and in your 
spreadsheet. 

5. Press Enter.  
6. You are prompted to confirm the student’s identity, as shown in Error! Reference s

ource not found..  Ask the student to say his or her name and check it against the class 
roster.  
The confirmation displays the student’s name exactly as it was entered in the roster 
Student field. 

  
Figure 22: Student identity confirmation 

7. Click YES to confirm the student's identity.  
8. If the name is incorrect click NO to reenter the Student ID. Check your roster printout.  

You may need to go back to the online roster page and correct the assignment if 
needed. 

After you confirm the student’s name, the test begins.  The test is administered automatically.  
No further action is needed aside from ensuring the student is attending to the test and is 
reading responses out loud.  

• Make sure that the student can hear the audio and the device is capturing the student’s 
speech (through the voice activation bar).   

• If the student is not speaking or is whispering, remind the student to speak out loud.  
When the test is complete, Moby.Read returns to the ID input screen and is ready for the next 
student. 

8.2 Changing the Grade While Administering Tests 
When administering tests, the grade specified during login selects the class roster grade for 
subsequent assessments.  Any student ID and name not included in the selected grade roster is 
rejected by the system.  
To switch to another grade and associated class roster on www.amiread.com, you must log out, 
and then log back in with a different grade selection. 
In the iOS App, you can change the grade after administering a test by clicking Back  > Class 
Roster and then selecting another grade from the drop-down menu.  When switching back to 
Reading Assessment you can administer tests from the newly selected grade roster.  
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9. Guidelines for Proctoring the Test 
The following guidelines address potential issues that may arise during the test and how to 
address them.  Such issues range from student questions to unforeseen interruptions.  
Accommodation guidelines are provided in Accommodating Students with Special Needs.  
For technical issues, consult Appendix A: Troubleshooting Technical Problems. . 

9.1 Responding to Students’ Questions During the Test 
Use the suggestions provided in Table 3 to respond to issues that may arise during testing. 

Table 3: Frequent questions during testing 
Student Comment Suggested Response 
“I can’t hear it.” Help the student adjust the volume or try reconnecting the microphone 

headset.   
“I don’t remember.” During a retell: “What was the passage about?  You can use your own 

words.” 
During a question: “Do the best you can.” 

“The app cut me off.” “Just keep going.” Explain that the test moves on after a certain amount 
of time has passed. 

“I don’t know this word.” or 
“What is this word?” 

“Go ahead and skip it.” 

[Student should be reading 
but is not speaking.] 

“Read it out loud.” 

[Student should be retelling 
but is not speaking.] 

“What was the passage about?  You can use your own words.” 

“I’m done.” If the test is still running, help the student press “Next.” If the test is 
finished, say, “Thank you!” and dismiss the student. 

9.2 Responding to Test Interruptions 
Occasionally an unexpected event may interrupt a Moby.Read session, potentially interfering 
with test results.  Examples include a fire alarm going off during a test session, the recess bell 
sounding, or the arrival of the principal or a parent.  Cheating, while rare, is possible; for 
example, a student who does not know the answer to a question may try to overhear another 
student’s response. 
Document any irregularity that might adversely affect test results.  Record the student’s name 
and test ID, the date and time the interruption occurred, the test form, and the nature of the 
irregularity.  This information will help you determine whether the test scores are invalid and if 
the student should retake the test.   

9.3 Accommodating Students with Special Needs 
For some students, a standard Moby.Read test administration may not measure oral reading 
fluency ability appropriately because of language difficulties or a documented disability, and the 
student may be eligible for a test accommodation.  Table 4 lists some common issues that may 
require accommodation (AERA, APA & NCME, 2014).  Document any approved 
accommodations you are providing in your spreadsheet. 
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Table 4: Approved accommodations for common issues 
Issue Approved Accommodation 
Visual • Screen magnifier (unless its use affects timing) 

• Specialized room with enhanced or specialized lighting 
• Human administration* with materials printed in enlarged and/or different font. 

Hearing • Amplifier 
• Printed instructions from the video and other prompts not already displayed on 

the screen 
Speech • If the speech issue is systematic, for example, the pronunciation of /w/ in place of 

/r/, no accommodation may be necessary. 
• Human administration* if articulation difficulties are severe.  A trained speech-

language pathologist or a person familiar with the student’s speech should hand-
administer the test. 

• Human administration* if speech includes severe stuttering or other disfluencies 
that will affect timing. 

Language • Human administration* in which comprehension of test instructions are verified by 
having the student repeat or summarize test instructions. 

Limited English 
Understanding 

• Printed translation of test instructions are read to the student by an interpreter.  
(Text passages and questions should remain in English.) 

• Administration aided by an interpreter (only for instructions). 
Learning and/or 
ADHD 

• Human administration*.  Verify comprehension of test instructions by having the 
student repeat or summarize test instructions. 

• Test in a dedicated room.  No other students present. 
Anxiety • Administer the test while a person that the student is familiar with is close by. 

• Human administration* by a person that the student is familiar with. 

*Human administration requires administrators to undergo training on administrating and hand-scoring the test.  

The goal of accommodation is to measure oral reading fluency of English in a manner that 
makes the test equally accessible to the student without impacting the validity of test scores.  
The standard administration of the test is modified in specific ways to accommodate a student’s 
unique circumstances.  Modifications must be considered carefully, because any procedural 
change potentially affects the validity of score interpretation.  
No special accommodations are needed for students who speak with an accent or a mild 
speech impairment.  The Moby.Read system is designed to handle accented or non-native 
speech, as well as speech with a mild, systematic speech impairment.  Language learners or 
students speaking regional dialects do not need accommodation unless the accent is severe, or 
a limited understanding of English prevents a student from understanding the prompts in the 
test.  
Caution: Some modifications to the standard test administration protocol may adversely affect 
the interpretation of test scores.  Examples include untimed administrations (which affect 
reading Level estimates and Accurate Reading Rate estimates), passages translated into other 
languages (including sign language and Braille) or allowing students to respond in other 
languages.  When other languages are involved (aside from translations of instructions), the 
construct of oral reading fluency in English is compromised. 
For any questions or concerns regarding accommodations, contact Analytic Measures Inc. at 
info@analyticmeasures.com. 
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10.  Score Review and Interpretation 
Moby.Read scores should be carefully reviewed and interpreted by educational professionals 
tasked with evaluating oral reading ability of students in grades kindergarten through 5.  Any 
person accessing student score reports must adhere to FERPA rules if the educational agency 
or institution is receiving funding from the U.S. Department of Education.  
Test administrators should familiarize themselves with the information in this section to ensure 
appropriate interpretation and use of scores.  For an in-depth discussion of Moby.Read scores, 
scoring algorithms, validation, and correlation with other ORF instruments, refer to the 
Moby.Read Technical Manual.  

10.1 Accessing Student Performance Charts 
For each completed test, Moby.Read records test results and uploads the scores to the 
Management Application.  Access to test records requires a Teacher account password to 
prevent unauthorized access.  Moby.Read supports two ways of reviewing test scores. 

• For Chrome-delivered tests, visit www.amiteacher.com and sign in. 

• For iPad-delivered tests, tap View Class Roster for a quick review of test results, or visit 
www.amiteacher.com.  

After test results have been uploaded, the class roster page displays the latest test results for 
each student.  You can view charts of a student’s longitudinal performance and listen to 
recordings of students’ responses. 
To access performance details, select the score you wish to review for a given student. 
For example, to select the Moby.Read Level for student 1-1002, click the score as shown in 
Error! Reference source not found.. 

 
Figure 23: Selecting a performance review chart 

The Moby.Read Level Progress Chart displays results from both the current and previous tests 
(Error! Reference source not found.4).  Each node represents a score for a given test date.  
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Figure 24: Moby.Read progress chart 

 

 

Color-coded scores provide a quick view of student’s progress. 

• Green  Scores are at or above grade level 

• Orange  Scores are slightly below grade level 

• Red  Scores are below grade level 
 

• Select any of the tabs at the top of the screen to display other performance charts for a 
given student. 

• Select a node to review student recordings for a specific test date. 

• To review another student, return to the class roster page by clicking BACK at the bottom 
left corner of the performance chart.  

• Click EXIT on the iPad to return to the main Moby.Read menu.  Clicking EXIT on a 
performance chart in the Management Application logs you out. 

10.2 Scoring Components 
Moby.Read score reports include the following components:  

• Moby.Read Level  mA – mZ, or  

• Comprehension  0 – 8  

• Accuracy   0 – 100% 

• Accurate Reading Rate 0 – 250 WCPM 
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• Expression   0 – 4  

10.2.1 Moby.Read Levels 
The Moby.Read Level score reflects the reader’s overall oral reading fluency ability.  Levels 
consider the reader’s Accuracy, Rate, and Comprehension, and align with an alphabetic scale 
from mA (Moby.Read A) through mZ (Moby.Read Z).  Levels reflect the difficulty of the test form 
chosen for a student at a given grade and time of year and match the competencies of a student 
at this grade level. 
Both grade level and time of year of the assessment are factors in considering whether a 
student is performing below grade level.  If a student scores two or three Levels below target, 
the Level is tagged orange, indicating a need for instructional intervention.  If the student scores 
four or more Levels below target, the student is at risk and the Level is marked in red.  

Table 5: Moby.Read Levels associated with grade and time of year 
Moby.Read Level Grade 

mA k (spring) 
mB 
mC 1st (fall) 
mD 
mE 1st (winter) 
mF 
mG 1st (spring) 
mH 
mI 2nd (fall) 
mJ 2nd (winter) 
mK 2nd (spring) 
mL 3rd (fall) 
mM 3rd (winter) 
mN 3rd (spring) 
mO 4th (fall) 
mP 4th (winter) 
mQ 4th (spring) 
mR 5th (fall) 
mS 5th (winter) 
mT 5th (spring) 
mU 6th (fall) 
mV 6th (winter) 
mW 6th (spring) 
mX above 6th 
mY above 6th 
mZ above 6th 

 
Scoring exception.  See 
Exception Scoring for more 
information. 
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Moby.Read Levels are useful for customizing instruction for distinct groups of students.  Since 
Moby.Read Levels are linked to text difficulty, Moby.Read Levels can suggest appropriate 
reading material for students in need of instructional intervention.  To help link to other programs 
with text leveling, use the Fountas & Pinnell Equivalence Table shown in Error! Reference s
ource not found.5.  You can access this table online or on the iPad by clicking the Level 
Equivalence button on the class roster page.  
It is common practice to match student ORF levels closely with texts in specific level ranges.  
However, research has shown that with the right instructional support, students who practice 
reading texts at levels that are more difficult than their instructional level can improve reading 
ability (Brown, Mohr, Wilcox, & Barrett, 2017; Morgan, Wilcox, & Eldredge, 2000).  Therefore, 
when selecting appropriate reading material for a student, educators familiar with the student’s 
reading ability are encouraged to consult the literature and adjust recommended texts based on 
professional judgment and student goals. 

 
Figure 25: Moby.Read Levels mapped to Fountas & Pinnell 
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10.2.2 Comprehension 
Moby.Read Comprehension scores convey a student’s degree of understanding of the text 
materials.  Scores range from 0 to 8 and are based on responses to two short-answer questions 
about each passage as well as on the student’s retelling of the passages in their own words.  
Table 6 provides descriptors of the Moby.Read Comprehension scores. 

Table 6: Moby.Read Comprehension scores 
Score Performance Interpretation 

0 or 1 Retellings and responses were silent, unintelligible, or irrelevant. No evidence of 
comprehension 

2 The reader attempted a few responses, but most responses were 
silent, unintelligible, or inaccurate. 

Minimal evidence of 
comprehension 

3 A few responses were accurate and complete, but most provided 
only partial information. Partial comprehension 

4 Some responses were accurate and complete, but some provided 
only partial information. Partial comprehension 

5 
Most responses were accurate and complete.  The reader missed 
a few questions or provided partial answers but included enough 
information to suggest understanding of major passage concepts. 

Satisfactory 
comprehension 

6 

Most responses were accurate and complete.  The reader could 
have provided more detail for some responses, but responses 
included major and minor concepts of the passage, main narrative 
path and sequential logic. 

Good comprehension 

7 or 8 
Responses were accurate and complete.  Responses conveyed 
comprehension of the major and minor concepts of the passage, 
the main narrative path and sequential logic. 

Complete 
comprehension 

The Moby.Read Comprehension scale is identical across grade levels, but color-coding is not.  
Color codes reflect the expectations and standards considered developmentally appropriate for 
the respective grade corresponding test form.  For example, a Comprehension score of 2 is 
marked in red as below grade level for higher grades (4 and 5) but not for lower grades (1 and 
2). 

10.2.3 Accuracy 
Accuracy is the percentage of correctly read words out of the total number of words attempted 
by the student when reading a passage.  A “correctly read” word is read without significant 
mispronunciation, and the word has not been omitted or substituted (read as another word). 
Research suggests that when a student reads less than 90% of a text accurately (Johnson & 
Kress, 1965), the text is at a difficulty level that might cause frustration for the student.  
Therefore, Moby.Read marks accuracy scores below 90% as red. 

10.2.4 Accurate Reading Rate (Rate) 
Accurate Reading Rate (shown in Performance Review Chart as Rate; see Figure 18) is the 
rate at which a student is reading words correctly.  Accurate Reading Rate is reported as Words 
Correct Per Minute (WCPM) and typically ranges from 0 to 250 WCPM.  The median WCPM 
across all three scored passages is the reported WCPM score. 
Published norms from Hasbrouck and Tindal (2006) are used to identify below-target scores.  
For each grade and time of year, the median WCPM is considered at grade level.  Scores that 
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are 10 to 19 words below the median are marked as orange to indicate below grade-level 
performance.  WCPM scores of 20 or more below the median are marked as red to identify at-
risk readers. 
A Rate score of zero means that not enough words were read to calculate a WCPM score.  
Students with a Rate score of zero may need to be retested with a lower grade form or may 
require hand administration.  Listening to recordings of the student’s responses can guide your 
decision regarding a retest.  Some students whisper or remain silent.  Some of these students 
may need practice reading out loud with confidence.  For others, easier reading material may 
elicit enough audible speech for scoring. 

10.2.5 Expression 
The Moby.Read Expression score quantifies how well a student reads the passage with 
appropriate phrasing, emphasis, intonation, and pausing.  Scores range from 0 to 4.  Table 7 
provides descriptions of the Expression scores and their relationship to performance targets. 

Table 7: Moby.Read Expression scores 
Score Performance Interpretation Target 
0 Responses were silent or provided an insufficient 

sample of speech for rating Expression. 
No evidence of 
Expression • Below target.  

Intervention 
required 1 The reader’s rendition of the text was mostly word-

by-word reading with no reflection of word, phrase, or 
sentence meaning. 

Word-by-word 
reading 

2 The reader’s rendition of the text was a mixture of 
word-by-word reading and larger word groupings that 
conveyed some text structure and meaning. 

Partially fluent and 
expressive reading • Slightly below 

target 

3 Most of the reader’s phrasing, pausing and intonation 
was appropriate to the meaning of the text. 

Mostly fluent and 
expressive reading • At or above 

target 
4 The reader’s phrasing, pausing, emphasis and 

intonation appropriately expressed the structure and 
meaning of the text. 

Fully fluent and 
expressive reading 

10.3 Reviewing Audio Recordings of a Student’s Performance 
In addition to quantitative scores, Moby.Read captures audio recordings of student 
performances.  
You can review recordings for all three scored passages (the practice passage is not scored).  
For each passage, there are four or five recordings: the student’s first reading, the student’s 
retelling of the passage, the student’s answers to the two short-answer questions, and the 
second reading of the passage (optional). 

1. On the class roster page, click the blue play icon      in the Audio column for a selected 
student record, or, on a progress chart, click a score node. 
The Audio Performance page loads.  

2. Select the passage you wish to review and the response type for that passage to play 
back the corresponding recording. 
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Figure 26: Moby.Read Audio Performance review interface 

  

10.3.1 How to Use Student Recordings 
Listening to a student’s oral performance can provide insight into the types of reading errors a 
student is making.  For example, teachers can observe students’ decoding skills or evaluate 
distinct aspects of the student’s expression in reading.  These observations can guide 
individualized instruction.  
Additionally, recordings can be shared with reading specialists, parents, and students 
themselves.  The recordings provide an objective way to monitor progress. 
The audio recordings may also help identify test irregularities.  For example, if a disruption 
occurred during the first, unscored passage, you may decide that there is enough evidence of a 
valid performance not to call for a retest.  Audio recordings can also indicate whether the 
student is speaking loud enough, is in an overly noisy environment, is having side 
conversations, or is getting help from another student.  This type of information can help clarify 
the validity of test scores and any decisions regarding retesting. 

10.4 Exception Scoring 
Scoring exceptions are marked with an       icon on the x-axis at the corresponding assessment 
date (Figure 27). 
The Moby.Read scoring algorithm returns an exception if a student response is silent, too slow, 
too short, or otherwise anomalous, or if the student’s Comprehension score is too low.  
If two or more scored passages trigger an exception, Moby.Read reports all scores as zero, and 
no Moby.Read Level is assigned.  Repeat the test.  Refer to the Moby.Read Technical Manual 
for more information on scoring exceptions. 
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Figure 27: Exception scoring 
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Appendix A: Troubleshooting Technical Problems 
The following troubleshooting tips cover issues with the Moby.Read Web Application running in 
a Chrome browser on a Chromebook, and with the Moby.Read app running on an iPad.  If you 
are using a Mac or a Windows laptop, you may need to consult the documentation for your 
device when troubleshooting audio issues.  Contact your school Technical Support if you are 
unable to resolve the issue.  Also, some Moby.Read web pages have a Help link in the upper 
right corner, which initiates an email to AMI. 

A.1 Troubleshooting the Moby.Read Web Application 
Table 8: Adjusting the audio settings 
Problem Audio playback too low. 
Solution Adjust the playback volume. 
Procedure On a Chromebook, click the user profile name in the lower right corner of 

the screen to access the audio settings.  Move the slider to increase the 
playback volume. 

 
Figure 28: Chromebook volume adjustment 
 

Table 9: Enabling the microphone  
Problem Moby.Read displays an error message: “Please make sure your 

microphone is enabled.”  
Solution Enable the microphone.   
Procedure 1. Enter chrome://settings/content/microphone in the browser address 

bar. 
2. Select the external microphone from the drop-down menu. 

 
Figure 29: Chrome browser microphone settings 
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Table 10: Enabling full-screen mode  
Problem A student is accessing other applications while taking the test. 
Solution Expand the Chrome browser to cover the entire screen. 
Procedure 1. Click the More button in the upper right corner of the Chrome window 

to access Chrome settings. 
2. Click the Expand icon as shown in Figure 30. 

 
Figure 30: Entering full-screen mode in Chrome 

You do not need to restart the test. 

Table 11: Disabling notifications 
Problem The test is interrupted by notifications or sounds from applications 

running in the background. 
Solution Enable incognito mode in your browser.  You must stop and restart the 

test for this procedure to take effect. 
Procedure 1. While in the Chrome browser window, simultaneously press the 

following keys: 
• CTRL+SHIFT+N on Chromebook, Windows, and Linux OS 
• COMMAND+SHIFT+N on Mac OS. 

2. Chrome opens a new window in Incognito mode. 
3. Close the original Google Chrome window and all other programs. 
4. Restart the test. 

 

A.2 Troubleshooting the Moby.Read iPad App  

Table 12: Adjusting the playback volume on the iPad 
Problem No sound, or audio playback is too low 
Solution Adjust the playback volume on the iPad. 
Procedure 1. Verify that audio playback is enabled. 

Tap Settings > Music and verify that Volume Limit is OFF.  This 
setting locks the iPad playback at maximum volume. 

2. Adjust the playback volume.  
Double-click the Home button and set the audio slider to at least 75%.   

 
Figure 31: iPad volume adjustment 
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Table 13: Enabling Guided Access Mode 
Problem The test is interrupted by notifications and sounds, or the student 

is accessing other applications on the iPad. 
Solution Lock down the Moby.Read app by enabling Guided Access Mode. 

You must exit and restart the test to lock the app. 
Procedure Enabling Guided Access Mode 

1. Tap Settings > General > Accessibility > Guided Access.  Swipe 
the slider to the On position to enable Guided Access Mode. 

2. Tap Passcode Settings > Set Guided Access Passcode. 
3. Enter a six-digit passcode. 

Choose a simple easy to remember passcode, such as 654321, or 
000000, and share it with the teachers and aides who will help you 
administer the test. 

4. Turn Accessibility Shortcut on. 
5. Tap the Home button to exit Settings. 
6. With Guided Access Mode enabled, press the Home button three 

times to lock or unlock the Moby.Read app.  

Configuring Guided Access Mode 
7. Launch Moby.Read. 
8. Triple-click the Home button to enter Guided Access Mode. 
9. Triple-click the Home button again to display the configuration 

menu. 
10. Enter your passcode. 
11. Tap the Hardware Buttons Options at the bottom of the screen. 
12. In the pop-up window, configure the settings as follows: 

• Sleep/Wake = Off 
• Volume Buttons = On 
• Motion = Off 
• Keyboards = On 

13. Press the Home button three times to exit Guided Access Mode. 
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